PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

I, RAT EMERITUS, HAVE WRITTEN OUT THE MATHEMATICS OF DOING GOOD FOR YOUR FELLOW MAN.

WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?

I'LL SHOW YOU...SEE, I START WITH THE SIMPLE PRINCIPLE THAT GIVING TO OTHERS PRODUCES GOOD.

Giving to others = Good

But then I have to account for the Sloth Corollary.

Giving to others > Makes them lazy

And the Happiness Principle.

I have money = I am happy
I give away money = I am sad

And the Futility Algorithm.

Then I add it all up, carry the 3, divide by 2, and arrive at my grand theorem of how one should conduct oneself.

Which is what?

World's Problems = Large
My contribution = Drop in Bucket

Do nothing.

Nothing. How obvious.

Well...not really nothing. You can sit around and drink beer.